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Jerome's successor sought
Inauguration '64...

By BRUCE LARRICK
Editor
The March tor a new president
Is on. William T. Jerome in announced Friday his intent to resign as soon as a successor Is
found.
Donald G. Sim iions, President of
the Board of Trustees, announced
the resignation at Friday's Trustees meeting and said the Board
would establish a "search commltee" to find a new man as soon
as possible.
After the meeting and the dramatic announcement, Dr. James
G. Bond, vice president of student
affairs, said the comm'ttee would
probably consist of two trustees,
two alumni, two administrators,
three faculty members and three
students.
Dr. Jerome's announcement
came In the form of a letter to

Simmons, who exclaimed surprise.
In his letter, Dr. Jerome stated,
"I believe I nave selected one of
those rare and happy moments In
a university president's life when
he can say with forgivable pride
that his trust has been acquitted
with some measure of success.
"This Is one of those times In
the life of a man and of an Institution where the level of success
achieved necessitates yet a greater effort. To become engaged In
that greater effort now would require of me a commitment of another several years before I could
In good conscience ask, as I am
now, to be relieved from the presidency," he told the trustees.
Upon leaving, Dr. Jerome will
accept a position as special consultant to the president of the
newly-created Florida International University In Dade County,
Fla. (Miami area).
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Charles E. Perry, a former assistant to Dr. Jerome, has been
appointed president of that university.
Dr. Jerome said he also plans
to do some writing and research
in the area of environmental conservation and ecology. He Is one
of the founders of the Environmental Conservation for Onto
(ECO), a group of northwest Ohio
businessmen whose aim Is to solve
some of this area's environmental
problems such as water and air
pollution and accelerating urbanization.
The sixth president of Bowling
Green State University, Dr. Jerome took over In 1963 from Interim President Dr. Ralph Harshman.
During hi.- tenure, on-campuj.
enrollment has Increased from
8,238 to 13,600. Enrollment at
the three academic centers and
the Flrelands Campus has increased from 872 to 1,400. The
number of faculty has nearly doubled, from 488 to 720.
The past six years have seen
more than ten buildings costing
nearly $35 million constructed on
the campus and the establishment
of the $2.9 million Flrelands campus In Huron County.
Dr. Jerom:' graduated magna
cum laude from Colgate University
In 1941. He earned his master's
(1946) and doctoral (19132) degrees
from Harvard University. His honorary degrees include an honorary
doctor of laws degree (1963) by
Mlddlebury College In Vermont,
and an honorary doctor of humane
letters degree (1968) by Toledo
University.
Prior to coming to Bowling
Green, he was dean of the college
of business administration at Syracuse University and also director of .Syracuse's Army Comptrollershlp School.

Trustees approve budget; ...Resignation
up 19 per cent for 1970
By JIM MARINO
Asst. Managing Editor
The announcement of the intent to resign from
President William T. Jerome III wasn't the only
bombshell dropped at Friday's Board of Trustees
meeting.
Trustees listened to Dr. B.D. Owens and Paul
Moyer, University financial experts, detail the necessity for an 18.9 per cent, or $4.19 million Increase
over last year's budget. This year's budget Is $26.29
million.
R.C. Wlnzeler, trustee from Montpeller, o., questioned the 8.5 per cent of the total budget allocation for retirement and other frlige benefits for
University employees. It was an Increase of 13.3
per cent over the 1968 budget.
Faculty Senate Chairman, Dr. Joseph K. Balogh,
attending the session, said he didn't feel the faculty was aware of the benefit increases granted them
In the new budget.
The benefits broke down into an average of 6.54
per cent hike in faculty salaries and a 1.4 per cent
mandated Increase in the University's contribution
to the faculty retirement program.
■
In other board action, Dr. James G. Bond, vice
president of student affairs, read an amended version
of University rules and regulations for students, faculty, staff and visitors which the board adopted.
Two changes were made to make the policies more
acceptable to the faculty, Dr. Bond said. These were:
"To prohibit all persons from engaging In Interference with the proper educational functions and the
appropriate educational climate of the University."
And. prohibits "Illegal use, possession or distribution of narcotics or drugs on campus."
Trustees Anita Ward and Virginia Stranahan then
discussed their meetings with commission members
on the University's "White Papor," ways and means
of improving the functions and roles the University
piays.
Mrs. Ward said, "Endorsing the White Paper was
probably the best time and money the University
has ever spent. The meetings were highly vocal,
and highly successful. I think all sides Involved
learned a great deal."
Mrs. Stranahan said she was pleasantly surprised
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at the student's reactions and deep Interest In the
"White Paper" discussions.
She said the students were awed that trustees were
interested In their problems and could talk with them
on a first name basis.
Both trustees, In their oral board report, said
a final "White Paper" ought never to be drafted.
"The goal of the White Paper was to stimulate
conversation and thought on the pressing problems
of the University, and as the problems change,
the solutions presented will, of necessity, change,
too," said Mrs. Stranahan.
Dr. Jerome reacted to the "White Paper" discussion
by saying the paper failed to address itself In detail
to two major University problems: what the role and
style of an "emerging" University should be, and
what the problems were of a residential University.
An Undergraduate Development Program, the brainchild of Dr. Bond, was also presented to the board.
Dr. Bond related some long range programs he
hoped the University would Incorporate in providing
the non-academic needs in a student's life on campus.
"Students today are counter-reacting when they
say they want the University to play only an academic role for them. They seem to be saying, 'I
want to keep the University out of the rest of my
life.*
"I don't believe that is what they really mean.
I feel they are asking that the University enter their
lives in a meaningful way."
Dr. Bond recommended establishing an educational
learning clinic which would counsel students having
difficulty In picking up University academics.
Board meml>ers also approved naming a library
In the Mathematical Sciences Building, now being
constructed, as the Frank C. Ogg Library, In honor
of a retired University math professor.
The board also noted tentative University enrollment has reached 14,884, with 13,847 on the main
campus.
Charles E. Shanklln, Columbus attorney, was named
a new University trustee recently by Ohio Gov. James
Rhodes, and was attending his first session.
He replaced Merle Harrod who became a trustee
at Ohio State University.
The next board meeting has been scheduled for
Jan. 9.

Vietnam moratorium coverage, see pgs. 8-9
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With changing times
After seven years at Bowling Green, President William T. Jerome
III lias decided it is time to move on.
The last of his years here have proven tiresome anil frustrating,
lie has been harrasscrl iincl criticized by the News, Student Council
und a variety of other student and faculty groups.
Many of his more recent decisions, made in good conscience and
in what he truly considered the best interest! of the University,
have been received with scorn and outraged disapproval by the
community over which he presides.
The campus recently has been showing liberal tendencies and
with the change. President Jerome has found that his opinion of
the University's best interests is often not the same as the students'.
He has been suspicious and distressed by the trend to liberalism on the nation's campuses, lie considers it B threat to the university as an institution. And when activism finally came to
Howling Green, although by no means in a large-scale movement,
President Jerome regarded it with skepticism.
He is from the old school of University presidents—the kind that
is finding running a university increasingly difficult and unrewarding.
Muny of the demands made by students arc considered unrealistic and unworkable in their view of a university. Hut President
Jerome has proven receptive to a number of innovuting ideas.
His establishment of the Commission on the Mission is the most
recent example. And his inclusion of students on many acudemic
and administrative committees is another.
Hut the fact that he was not totally pleased with the commission's White Paper, and that the students on the committees have
no voting power, exemplify the fuct that he has definite ideas as
to how far he will let liberalism go.
Changing times change the qualifications and characteristics
necessary in a university president.
Looking ahead at Howling Green perhaps President Jerome was
unable to fit his picture into the view.

Bad set of rules
The rules and regulations for students, faculty, staff and visitors passed by the Hoard of Trustees Friday should not have been
passed.
The rules are a revision of a pamphlet issued by the administration last year. The faculty howled*, and it was revised. The students bowled, but the revision shows no changes concerning what
the students were complaining about.
rhere are II regulations in the pamphlet, and number seven is
especially bad. It states that all persons may not "Interfere with
the proper educational functions ami the appropriate educational
climate of the University by obscene or disorderly conduct."
There are four undefined terms in this regulation. What are the
"proper educational climate" and the "proper educational functions"? And what are "obscene" and disorderly"? More important, who is to define these terms?
After the list of rules, the regulations slate: "In addition, the
violator may be subject to criminal prosecution in the civil courts
and/or University discipline."
This violates a person's constitutional rights against double
jeopardy, since it is possible he could be tried twice for the same
violation—once by the University and once by civil authorities.
And what did Donald C. Simmons, president of the trustees, have
to say about this important legislation? "The pamphlet is an attractive job of typography and layout."
The trustees should take matters like this more seriously before

y act.
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letters to the editor
Day for dissent
against the war
Mn nniAlinr
On
October 11",
15, tho
the ii'itlnn
nation mill
will
witness a missive moratorium
In protest of the Vietnam War.
No human being with any regard for life can Ignore the fact
that war is wrong-- the war in
Vietnam Is the most senseless
and futile of all wars.
Tomorrow, .all responsible citizens in this country will have the
chance to show their disgust with
President Nixon's handling of the
war. However, the protest must not
be limited to the college campus
— it must Involve the entire country.
Many people believe that cutting
classes will achieve nothing In regard to stopping the war. It Is true
that In President Nixon's most
recent press conference, when he
was asked to com -nent on the moratorium, the President an.jwered,
"...under no circumstances will
I be affected whatever by It."
What a sad comnentary on our
society and Its present lack of responsive, responsible leadership!
Can a man be as conceited as
to believe that whatever he commands Is the only true way?
If there Is full participation on
Wednesday throughout the country, other legislators will fully
realize our great unrest and act
accordingly. If nothing else, every
participant In the demonstration
will know that he showed what he
believed to be right, thus satisfying his own conscience.
It Is the least that every student and faculty member can do to
abandon the classroom to show
your grave unhapplness In our
deathly Involvement In Vietnam.
The rules of class attendance can
never be more Important than behaving according to your own sense
of morality.
The time is now to show your
disgust in this socially, economically, and morally devastating
massacre. It takes far more courage to adm't that a mistake has
been made that it takes to kill
a human being.
Donna Imntt
234 Dunbar

^ bai

trip

)pen letter to Ralph Nader:
I would like to bring to your
attention the thousands of consumers In America who are without
your protection. I know that once
you become aware of this problem, you will take Immediate steps
to correct the situation and to protect the consumers.
My complaint Is the lack of quality control on marijuana, opium,
and heroine in this country,and the
terribly high price charged for
these products. The market Is such
that the consumer just doesn't have
any say - so about how good the
products are or how much they
have to pay.
Some of this stuff is so contaminated one can take a pretty bad
trip. (I know how Interested you
are In making trips safe for Americans). If you have the power to
make automobile manufacturers
squirm, you should have a heyday
with organized crime. Thank you

for your kind attention to this
problem.
June I. Ward
Grand Rapids, Ohio

uberati

m aB

It is very comforting to know
that in the front lines of Chicago
we have a young, energetic group
of people courageously protecting
the rights of individuals everywhere.
They have disciplined themselves and closed ranks to form
an army of hel meted, pipe- wielding, martyrs of peace.
This young political force is
determined to bring about change
In "the r'asclst-MIlltary-Industrial complex". Just the other day on
one of their midnight sorties they
brought about "change" In astatic
Chicago neighborhood.

Charging into the "fatherland of
fascist pigs," they smashed windows, overturned cars, kicked and
stomped all adversaries of peace,
and generally advanced the cause
of "freedom".
I feel quite certain that If we
trust them they will eventually liberate us from the clutches of
capitalism — whether we like It
or not.
They will not be swayed from
the cause of freedom for all —
all who are SDS. So sleep tight
and feel secure for the SDS will
eventually get around to liberating all of us.
Probably much in the same way
the liberated Richard ElrodonOct.
11. They paralyzed him fron the
neck down for the rest of his Ufe
— he didn't like their klndof freedom
Richard Knuff
365 Rodgers

Another year?
By GARY BROIDA
Student Columnist
"Pardon me. Would you please sign a petition to and the war in
Vietnam?... No?... But aren't you opposed to the war?... Oh, you are.
Well, why not sign then?"
Trying to rally support against the war Is an exercise in frustration. For several reasons students ( and others) refuse to work against
a war that has taken the lives of millions of Vietnamese (North and
South), thousands of Americans, and many hundreds of other Nationals.
The biggest objection to the war protest seems to be that some
"radicals" advocate complete withdrawal.
Students refuse to sign a petition (a constitutional right) because
they object to the phrase, "We demand that you end this bloodshed
and that you bring the boys home now." You students who are opposed
to the war think about this — how could we demand anything less?
The United States has been actively involved in the slaughter in
Vietnam Tor seven years. Every second our trjops are there represents thousands of dollars spent to kill Vietnamese who see the U.S.
as a foreign aggressor with half a million well-trained soldiers occupying the South.
Is It so unrealistic to take all the U. S. troops out of South Vietnam?
Isn't pulling out admitting we are wrong? Won't the United States
lose face after all these years? What about the men that have already
been killed, did they die for nothing?
No, It is not unrealistic to pull out completely. The French fought |
the Vietnamese for years before realizing that it was pointless to
try to defeat nationalism with military force.
They did not want to start a major war over the question of selfdetermination for Vietnam, so they did what most of the world thought
they would not do — they pulled all their troops out of Vietnam
Was this an admission that they were wrong to be in Vietnam militarily? Ves, you could say It was. But they are better off because they
pulled out even after suffering thousands of casualties. The situation
with the U.S. is similar, though on a larger scale.
If the U.S. pulls out completely now, In a few years there will be no
question that we made the right move. The alternative is to go on
killing and being killed exactly as we have been, because the Viet
Cong and the North Vietnamese will never stop fighting as long as
Westerners from France or Amertca have troops on their soil.
As for losing face, it Is impossible to say what other nations will
think of the U. S. in a few years, if that Is important. Right now,
with the exception of countries largely dependent on us, the United
States* world image is at an all-time low, primarily because we persist to continue the war In Vietnam.
What about the men who have died for the U.S. fighting in Vietnam?
Whether or not the U.S. stays or goes is no reflection on them. The
soldiers died In service to their government just as millions of soldiers
have died.
If the U.S. pulls out, loses, or would vanish from 'he earth it does
not make their sacrifice any less worthy.
But what about killing more soldiers? Does that in any way justify
the lives that have been lost? The only way to keep others from making
this noble sacrifice is to take them all out of Vietnam now. Anything
less is to continue heedless death and destruction to somehow save
face for the United States of America.
What can an Individual do about the war? What good does it do to
sign a petition or boycott classes? Any type of pressure that can be
put on the President, who Is the commander-in-chlef of all the armed
forces, may help. Show him and your representatives In Congress
and other citizens that you are opposed to the war.
If you do not demonstrate your opposition they will assume that you
either back them no matter what they do or that you don't care. Seven
year's is a long, long time to keep making the same mistake. Why
make it eH*t?
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Soviets orbit toward permanent space station
MOSCOW (AP) - Sevea Soviet
cosmonauts-the biggest assembly
of men In space at one tlmo-hurtled around the earth In three
spacecrafts yesterday apparently
getting ready to put together the
first permanent orbiting space station.
Soyuz 8, piloted by two veteran
spacemen blasted off from the
Balkaonur cosmodrome In Soviet
central Asia earlier In the day
to join Soyuz 6 and Soyuz 7, sent
aloft on Saturday and Sunday.
In keeping with the usual Soviet practice on space flights,
official announcements were vague
abaut the Soyuz trio's mission.
But semiofficial sources said the
spacecraft would link up after
Soyuz 8 had been checked out by
Its crew.
Two space flight veterans, Col.
Vladimir Shatalov, 41, and engineer Alexei Yellseyev, 34, are flying Soyuz 8. They both took part
In the Soviet Union's last flight in
January when for the first time
two manned spaceships were linked
together.
The presence of the experienced
Shatalov In over-all command, and
Yellseyev looked like further evidence that the ships are to be used
to make a station.
Som- of the cosmonauts presumably could stay behind to man

this while others returned to earth.
Later new crews could be sent up
as relief.
Soyuz 6 has special welding
equipment on board apparently
meant to be used for construction
work. How much material and
equipment will be left behind In
space after the mission Is •completed Is unknown.
The maximum number of men
that Soyuz can carry has not been
divulged.
The Soviet Union lacks booster
rockets as powerful as the U.S.
Saturn 5 and seems unable to
match a direct moon flight such
as that m ili by Apollo 11. U.S.
experts have been saying for some
time that the Soviets would have
to combine a number of launches
to assemble In orbit the rockets,
spacecraft and fuel supplies needed
for outer space flights.
Soviet officials made clear In
earlier statements that the Soyuz
series was aimed at building
manned orbiting platforms.
The first Soyuz launched in April
of 1967 was obviously meant to get
the program started. Its crash and
the death of cosmonaut Vladimir
Kom.irov caused a long delay and
helped the United States win the
moon race.
U.S. experts expected the Soviet Union to be ahead with a space

pment

As a public service, the BG
News will be publishing the Interview Schedule of the Placement Office every Tuesday. Included will be the recruiting schedule for the following week, related advertisements, and Important announcements. Watch for this
section every Tuesday.
In order to qualify for career
opportunities with the United States
Foreign Service, a qualifying examination mutt first be taken.
Administered In Decemter, students may pick up application
forms In the Office of Career
Planning and Placement Services
(in the Student Services Building)
and must complete them by Oct.
24. Test results are used for
placement with the U.S. Department of State and the U.S. Information Agency.

BUSINESS
October 20
Department of the army - Officer
candidates
Kent State University - Graduate
Student in Business
Indiana University - Consortium
for Graduate Studies in Business for Negroes
Export-Import Bank of U.S.A. MBA and BA Candidates Junior
Loan officers
Siunders Leasing System - Open
Adult Parole Authority - Open
Girl Scouts - Open
October 21
M. O'Neill Company - BS and BA
degrees Junior Executive Trainees
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services - Positions with the Columbus Office.
EJJJuPonl - BS, MS, or MBA
^canoTaStesTn Business Administration
Mutual of New York - Open
Consolidated Frelghtways-Open
US Plywood-Open
Perm Mutual Life Insurance - BS
MA or BA degrees for Sales
Positions
Pittsburgh National Bank - BS
BA and MBA degrees for Management Training
Arthur Young and Company - BS
BA MBA decrees for Junior
Accountants
CNA Insurance - Liberal Arts
and BA majors
Nationwide Insurance Company Open

i ihhftY-niiinn~ Prr* - BSdegrees,
"" Chemistry and Physics Graduate
Department of the Army
October 22
Kawneer Company - Open
Boy Scourt - BA, BS fo- District Scout Exec., Asst. District
trlct Scout Exec., Asst. District Exec.
Ly brand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery - BS Accounting degrees
Kroger Company - Open
Clark Equipment Company - Open
Cuyahoga Community Welfare
Dept. - BA, Caseworker, social
worker
Mobil Oil - BS BA, Market Rep.,
Resale Controller's Trainee,
Secretary
Department of the Arm/
E.I. Du Pont
October 23
Spll-orllnp. Tiro ft [jph.^r I „,„,,.,,,,,

- BS, Production Mgmi., Sales
and Engineering
Ohio Northern College of Law Law School Candidates
American Oil Company - BS and
BA Marketing Rep. Trainees
Thunderblrd Graduate School of
Internation Management - Open
Jewish Community Center of Toledo - Bachelors and Masters
Degrees
Kellogg Company - BS uid BA degrees
Akron University School of Law Law School Candidates
Cleveland Clinic - Open
Chrysler Corporation - BS grads
in Industrial Management and
Production
Whirlpool Corporation - BS BA
MBA and MS degrees
Caterpillar Tractor - Open
Lincoln National Life Insurance
Company - BA and MA, Field
Claim Manager,ActuarlalTralnI
'
I

A representative of Akron U.
School of Law will visit
Bowling Green Oct 23, 1969
to interview prospective law
students. Interested students
should make appointment at
Student Services BLdg.
PH. 353-5611

station, pedlctlng It for sometime
this year or 1970. The United States
Itself does not plan to have Its own
station until 1972, concentrating
Instead on further flights to the
moon.
So/let space scientists argue
that permanent orbiting stations,
such as laboratories and launching
platforms, are the logical next
step in the conquest of space.
The success of the triple Soyuz
flight would enable the Soviet Union to claim that It had caught up
with and perhaps overtaken the
United States in the manned spa:e
race.
Once a space platform ts functioning, more flights to outer space
might follow In impressive numbers, since the weak booster rocket
problem would be solved.
The new mass Soviet flight will
do much also to help this country
toward matching U.S. space experience.
Until the launching of Soyuz 6
Saturday, the Soviet Union had
orbited only 12 manned spaceships
for a total flight time of 866 hours
and 10 minutes. Sixteen cosmonauts
had gone aloft, only one of whom—
the Ill-fated Komarov—mide a
second trip.
The United States had launched
21 manned flights and had run up
more than 4,500 hours In space.

SOYUZ

6--Russian cosmonaut Georgy Shonin works in Soyuz 6

shortly after the

spacecraft blasted off from the Soviet Union.

Employment Opportunities
ee, Regional Group Manager,
Securities, Programmer
Cleveland Trust - BS and BA degrees
Department of the Army
E. I. Du Pont
October 24
The Upjohn Company - Technical
Sales
Wells Fargo Bank - Management
Training Program, Staff Positions.
Indiana University Graduate School
- BS and BA candidates interested in working towards MBA and
DBA degrees
Continental Can Company - Open
Union Commerce Bank - BS BA
and MA Management Trainees
SCHOOLS
October 20
Parma Public Schools - Open
Utlca Community Schools - El.
Ed., Home EC, Industrial Ed.,
Library Science, Math, Vocal
Music, Special Ed.
October 21
Rocky River Board of Education El. Ed., Home Ec, Industrial
Ed., French, Spanish, Library
Science, Math, Chemistry, Physics, Special Ed.
October 22
Akron Public Schools - Open

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
A GOOD INCOME: WHEN
YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT AND STILL
HAVE A CAREER 20 YEARS
FRO* TODAY?

Broward County Schools, Fla. BS and MS in nearly all areas
Anchor Bay School District - El.
Ed., Special Ed.
Coldwater Schools, Mich. - Open
Farmington Public Schools, Mich.
- Open
October 23
Airport Community Schools, Mich.
- El. Ed., Library Science, Special Ed.
Loraln County Board of Education
-Open
Broward County Schools, Fla.
Farmington Public Schools, Mich.
October 24
Whitefish Bay Schools, Wisconsin
- El. Ed., Instrumental Music,
Social .stn ili'.s
Loraln City Schools - BS degree

ATTENTION: Dec. Graduates
Two teachers are needed for
employment upon graduation.
1 • second grade teacher
1 - girls physical ed.
teacher
If interested please sign up for
an interview for Thurs. eve.
Oct. 23 at your placement of.
The Mount Gilead Schools
Mount Gilead, Ohio.

INSURANCE SELLING
...THE
SECOND
BEST
JOB!
Are you undecided about a life's profession?

These jobs

were chosen by Pageant magazine on the basis of income potential, growth, and expected manpower shortages.
I.

Physician

6. College Professor

2

Insurance Agent

7. Business Executive
8. Research Chemist

3.
Kdwnrd G. Murphy, C.L..U.
General Manager ol

In nearly all areas
Windsor Public Schools, Conn. Open

Lawyer

4. Merchandise Buyer
5 Accountant

9. Electronics Engineer

10. Physicist

Toledo General Office
for

New York Life Inaurnnce Co.
will be interviewing graduating students (or tales and
management
careers at the
itudrnt placement oHice en
Wednesday, October 29 fc
Call the placement etticer (or
an interview.

Gregory R. Kehoe and Associates
The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Compony
626 Madison 700 Home Federal Building Toledo, Ohio

Mr. Kehoe will be on campus October 21, 1969
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Nixon regards moratorium as 'nothing new'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon declared yesterday his policy In the Vietnam war will not
"be swayed by public demonstrations," and dismissed tomorrow's
planned protests as nothing new.
Two Senate Democrats who
earlier supported
Involvement
broke with the present policy to
urge swift withdrawal of American
DRAFT CHIEF OUT-Lt. Gen. troops.
Republican Sen. Robert J. Dole
Lewis B. M.r.h.y
Hershey Will
will be
be r.li.v- ^Vin-M.
jolrt *'ttert£c^
ed of his duties as director of 5e- ^traduced a resolution calling on
lective Service next Feb. 16.
North Vietnam and the Communists

w

We, the undersigned, graduate students in Psychology
at Bowling Green State University, will support the October 15th Viet Nam wor moratori um by refusing to conduct
or attend classes and research activities on that day.

Steven Wolf
Carol Waldschmidt
Joe Weintraub
Frank Orosz
John Ho
.Ed Baker
James Goodale
Kay Kirby

Nichplas Imparate
Mike Cox
Jim Oliver
R. H. Defran
John Stewart
Tom Standing
Allan Yates

to enter "serious negotiations to
end this war."
Dole said four Vietnam resolutions Introduced by Democrats
press for U.S. withdrawal, Instead
of putting the blame for continuing
conflict on the enemy.
But the President said he cannot abandon his policy "merely
because of a pub'le demonstration," He made the statement In
a letter to Randy J. Dicks, a
Georgetown University student.
The President said the administration already
knows that
Americans are concerned about the
war, that some consider U.S. Involvement Immoral, and that many

want American fro-jps withdrawn at
once.
"Therefore, there is nothing new
we can learn from the demonstrations," he said. "The question Is
whether, In the absence of any new
evidence or any new arguments,
we should be turned aside from a
carefully considered course."
Dicks' letter, made public by the
White House, asked Nixon to reco'islder his position on the Moratorium demonstrations. "It has
been my Impression that It Is not
unwise for the President of the
United States to take note of the
will of the people," the 19-year
old student wrote.

The outcome of efforts of supporters of the demonstration to
keep the House In session on all
night tonight rem.iins In doubt
Sen. Frank E. Moss, D-Utah,
told the Sentate current policy Is
not working.
" I recommend, therefore, that
the United States mus'. cease all
offensive military action In Vietnam at once and proceed to withdraw all combat forces as swiftly
as can be done without endangering
American lives," Moss said.
Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, DN.H., said the United States should
"get out of Vietnam with all due
speed."

Charleston police chief refuses
permit; judge orders go-ahead
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP) - A
federal judge today ruled against
a police chief who had refused to
issue a permit for an antlVletnam
war parade scheduled for tomorrow.
Judge John F. Field ordered that
the permit be Issued to the Charleston Coalition of Peace In conJunction with the national Vietnam
War Moratorium.
The permit earlier was refused
by Police Chief Dallas Bias, who
said be would not be party to
giving "aid and comfort" to the

enemy.
Field said that his personal
views and those of the police chief
about the parade's purpose are
"utterly Irrelevant" in the case.

Spokesmen for the coalition said
they expected about 500 persons to
participate in the demonstration.

The Coalition had planned to
hold a candlelight march from
the city library to the Federal
Building.
The group said it Intends to
hold a rally at the Federal buildin,*. The names of West Virginla's war dead will be read, march
organizers said.

Officers co
CLEVELAND (AP) - A group of
black
police officers accused
Cleveland Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) leaders yesterday of
misusing their offices to buy newspaper advertisement attacking Negro Mayor Carl B. Stokes.
The policemen complained that
POP Lodge 8 President Frank
Schaefer
and executive board
members spent $7,000 In dues
money for the ads and did not notify black officers that the action
was being taken.
The full-page ads ran four days
before Cleveland's Democratic
mayoral primary Sept. 30 and
attacked Stokes' handling of police matters. Stokes won the election, defeating white law and order
candidate Robert J. Kelly.
The black officers said the buying of the ads was "a purely
partisan political move." They
said their public protest yesterday did not represent a break
with the FOP, but that the organization did not speak for them
politically.

Election set
Eight student body representatives will be elected on
Tuesday, November 4.
Petitions for these positions
are now available In 405 Student Services Bldg. Any fulltlmi! student presently In good
standing with the University
Is eligible to run. Deadline
for returning the completed
petition containing 100 student
signatures Is Tuesday, October 21, at 3 p.m.
If there are more than 32
candidates running for representative positions, a primary
election will be held Tuesday,
October 28.

Men of Compton
If you desire
qualifications and
integrity
VOTE
BILL MEYERS

HALL
PRESIDENT
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Union resignation brings
new pledges of militancy

BRICK VICTIM -Chicago corporation counsel Richard El
rod lies unconscious in downtown Chicago after being struck
by a brick Saturday as SDS marchers broke ronks and clashed
with police.

College president
censors paper
FITCHBURG , Mass (CPS)—
The president of Fltchburg State
College has shut down the campus
student newspaper by refusing to
sign checks for the paper's printing costs. The action came as
a means of censoring an article
by Black Panther FldrldgeCleaver
reprinted from this month's Ramparts Magazine.
John AnonellL. editor of the
campus "Cycle," confronted the
president, James Hamnond, at the
print
shop after the printer
questioned whether or not he would
be paid If the article ran In the
newspaper. Hammond confirmed
the printer's suspicions by stating
he would not sign a check for the
printing bill If the Cleaver article
appeared In the paper.
Last week the campus Student
Government Association unanimously approved the adoption of the
code of ethics on freedom of the
United States Student Press Association which states In part,"...
The freedom of the student press
must not be abridged by confiscation of Issues or facilities, suspension of publication, academic,
personal, or financial sanctions,
arbitrary removal of staff members, or threats of these actions."
By Ignoring the desires of the
elected representatives of the student body, Hammond has demonstrated his disdain for their authority in such matters and his lack
of concern for student opinion on
his campus.

Fltchburg State, a small teacher's college of approximately
2,000 students, Is under the Massachusetts Board of Education which
has the power to set a mandatory student activity fee. The
college president of each campus Is
charged with the responsibility
for how the money will be spent.
There are no student representatives on the Board which sets the
student tax.
At Fltchburg, the college president has Interpreted this state
statute to mean that he should sign
each check personally In addition
to approving the Student Government's proposed budget.

PORTRAITS
BY
HOWARDS
432% E. Wooster
Ph. 354-5702

Nothing's happening in '69.
Except you.
As far as Libbey-Owens-Ford Company is concerned.
Everything else is old hat.
We've been there.
In missiles and lasers.
On space walks.
Wherever and however glass could go.
Next stop — the 21st century.
With only once-a-year pauses on campus to look for
creative graduates (technical and nontechnical) for
all company divisions including technical center,
manufacturing, sales, financial, etc.
If this is your year to happen, look for our representative.

OCTOBER 21, 1969

a Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
811 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43624

COLUM3US, (AP) - The resignation yesterday of Al Blllk,
47, as executive director of the
6,000 member Council 21 of the
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
unions brought a renewed pledge
of militancy from his successor.
His successor, Herschel Slgall,
29, was named at the same news
conference by Robert Brindza, an
International trustee of the council.
Brindza said Slgall, a Council
21 attorney for three years, had
the full approval of the nlneman
executive committee of the AFLCK> which oversees the council.
Blllk said he had been director
for 27 months and had to commute from his Cincinnati home.
He declined to explain his resignation any further, but said he
would announce his future plans
"within a few days." He said he
plans to stay In union work.
Brindza became trustee of the
council last May 6 when Blllk and

six staff representatives of the
council were suspended. The
International
organization conducted an Investigation and Blllk
was returned to office a week later.
Last April, Blllk directed a
"day of mourning" by union members, a one-day work Interruption
in support of union demands for
pay raises for state employees.
The last legislature boosted the
salaries of state workers, but not

by the margin Blllk had hoped for.
Slgall said he wanted no one to
"misunderstand" Blllk's resignation and his replacement.
The resignation Is not a withdrawal of our evident militancy.
We are going to get the benefits
woefully denied " state employees.''
Slgall said the union was going
to return to the legislature with
demands for higher wages and employee Insurance.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO 01! K
ALPHA GAM SISTERS
CATHY
KATIE
KATIH
HELEN
LYN
LOW

ON YOUR ENGAGEMENTS
ON M)IK SIGMA Nil PINNINGS
ON YOUR SIGMA CHI PINNING
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Cbster system replaced by color-codes

College library reorganizes stacks
The College Library has reorganized Its bookstackslntoanew
color-coded numerical system.
The new system, which replaces
the cluster system starts In the
northwest corner or the first floor
with the 003's and runs clockwise
around the perimeter of the floor
with the 900's ending In the southeast corner.
The cluster system, which was
used when the Library first opened
In 1967, arranged related areas of
the stacks together. This broke
Library material into small areas

with nothing connecting them.
The new system arranges the
stacks numerically with a logical
progression around the floor.
Dr. Richard Carpenter, Library
director, said a survey Indicated
the Library was difficult to use.
"People Just couldn't find things
under the cluster system," he said.
Dr. Carpenter pointed on that the
main function of the College Library was to serve lower division
students (freshman and sophomoresL. "We have located books
of general Information on the first

floor. Highly specialized books are
upstairs. The college library is
for the student trying to get an
overview," he said.
A color-code system has been
set up to help the student find the
material he needs. Different
colors represent different types of
material on the first floor. Green
Indicates the College Library circulating section; yellow, the reference section; and purple, the
oversized books (folios).
A color-code chart, located at
the College Library card cata-

OCTOBER 9, 1969
The undersigned faculty plan to cooperate with the national Vietnam Moratoriam project by not holding classes on October 15. We
do not take this step lightly, because we attach importance to
class time. In fact many or all of us have scheduled substitute
hours on other days. Only the Vietnam Crisis could move us to
this decision. We feel intensely that the Vietnam slaughter of
eight years, which has taken the lives of 40,000 Americans and
over 1 million Vietnamese, and which is tearinf American society
with conflict , must be terminated. In the 1968 election, the politicions--both parties and presidential nominees-conspired to deny
the American people an opportunity to vote their opposition to the
war. Consequently demonstrations like this one are th only means
for the public to vote opposition to the Vietnam war, in order to
terminate this irrational, immoral 8-year-old war, and to heal the
divisions and stresses in our society.

logue, shows where each type of
book Is located. Ornamental designs on each bookstack are keyed
to the chart. Four sm.iller charts
are located In various sections
of the library.
Joan Moreland, College Library
information department head, said
the move and the color-code
system was based on users' needs.
"We circulated a questlonalre
last year to students using the library and found their main difficulty was locating materials,"
she said.
Miss Moreland pointed out the
stacks are now arranged in a logical progression.
'' The College L lbrary Is a teaching library. Our staff tries to
give detailed Instruction on finding information," she said.
According to Miss Moreland, the
entire staff worked on the move,
which rearranged 70,000 volumes
during a three-day shutdown of the
library this summer. Advanced
planning by the staff along with
the Library Advisory Committee
made It go smoothly.
The next step In the reorganization Is to transfer periodicals
from the second floor to the southwest corner of the first floor.
Miss Moreland said the new
periodicals section will make magazines more readily available to
students. She added planning for
the periodicals move has not been
completed, and there was no firm
date set for completion.

VENUS QUEEN -Although rain
washed out the scheduled Kap
pa Sigma

DENNIS M. ANDERSON
LESTER E. BARBER

TERRY JONES

JOSEPH B. PERRY JR.

LOUIS L. KATZNER

J.D. BASHORE

FREDMcMORRIS

RAYMOND DiPALMA
BRUCE EDWARDS
THEODORE GROAT

THOMAS MAROUKIS

WALLACE L. PRETZER
M.D. PUGH
WILLIAM 0. REICHERT

HOWARD HAMILTON

KATHLEEN H. MERRIAM
ARTHUR G. NEAL
PHILIP O'CONNER

DON CARL ROWNEY
JOHN R. SHUCK
IRWINW..SILVERMAN

Chariot

Race

lasr

Education deadline

Friday, it did not cancel their
selection of a Venus Queen.

Friday is the last day for
education majors to Join the
Student Education Association. Dues for the year are
$4. Make your check out to
O.S.E.A. and send to Dr. VerUn Lee, Education Dept.

Juanita Rice, a junior representing Chi Omega Sorority, was
crowned

Queen

held at the

at

services

Student Services

Building.

OHIO'S TWO 'TOP' IHL HOCKEY TEAMS

Dayton Gems vs. Toledo Blades

B.G. UNIVERSITY ICE ARENA
TUESDAY, OQ. 14th - 8 pm
Regular Price $3.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT B.G. ICE ARENA
BG Students
9 AM - 5 PM OR

Phone 352-0560

*2.oo
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It's happening today Counseling Center offers
COUNSELING SERVICES
The Growth Room will be open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. In 320
Student Services Bldj. tor all those wishing to express or expand
their feelings about themselves and their relationships.
WOMEN'S EXTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Will practice tonight at 8 p.m. and Thurs. at 4 p.m. In the
north gym of the Women's Bldg.
SAILING CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 102 Life Science Bldg.
UNIVERSITY SKATING CLUB
Will meet from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. In the Ice Arena.
FALCONETTES
Will meet from 9:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. In the Ice Arena.
LAW SOCIETY
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the White Dogwood Suite of the Union.
The dean of Ohio Northern Law School will be guest speaker.
FRENCH CLUB
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. In the Capital Room, Union.
OHIO PEACE ACTDN COMMITTEE
Will meet from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. In the Pink Dogwood Suite,
Union for final preparation for tomorrow's Moratorium.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE TRYOUTS
Will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. In 111 South HaU for "The
Potting Shed" by Graham Greene.
Call backs will be held at the same time tomorrow.
FLYING CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. In the Taft Room, Union. All interested
persons are welcome. Those Interested but unable to attend
should call 372-1384.
COMPTON HALL
Will hold a discussion of the war Moratorium at 10 p.m. In
Compton's main lounge.
YOUNG PG2TS AND WRITERS
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Faculty Lounge of the Union.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHD?
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the River Room, Union. Staff workers
Don Smith and Barb Miller will discuss "How to Succeed In
Christianity Without Really Trying. Can You Do It?"
UNDN ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
Will hold contract bridge lessons at 7 p.m. In the Wayne Room,
Union. Those who have not yet paid the $3.50 fee should come at
6:45 p.m.
NEWMAN CENTER
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Crest Room of the Center for anyone
Interested In working with Inner city children and minority groups.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATDN
Will hold Jewish Mlnch Services at 5 p.m. In Prout Chapel
In respect to the Moratorium. The Chapel will be open all day
for lnllvldual worship.
BETA BETA BETA
Will meet at 7 p. m. In 504 Life Science Bldg. Dr. Robert Graves
will be guest speaker. This Is last chance to sign up for the field
trip on Oct. 18.
VARSITY CLUB
Will be taking orders for Homecoming mums this week in all
housing units or from any Varsity Club memlwr.

weekly marriage sessions

By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter
The counseling center is offering a new service to married
couples to help them realize potential problems and frlctlonal
points.
Communication Is stressed in
the Interaction of partners In a
marriage,
through the service
which is to begin this quarter.
Dr. James Gulnan, one of the
originators of the service said
that the purpose of the group
Is "to release or actualize potential within the marriage relationship."
Dr. Gulnan emphasized the fa:t
that this will not be a problemoriented group, and those with
serious marriage problems will
be singled out. He said the pur-

pose was to originate a growthorientated atmosphere during the
sessions.
The sessions, held weekly, are
to be basically non-structured.
Dr. Gulnan said that within a
structured session, the members
lose the power to personalize, essential to the effectiveness of this
type of group.
The married university student
has his own set of marriage problems, according to Dr. Gulnan.
"In a purely academic community we develop an academic
orientation In our relationships.
This leads to lntellectuallzed feelings In a marriage relationship,"
he said.
"Oftentimes, the problem is that
the partner Is a marriage analyzes
rather than accepts and feels,"

he said. He added that the plea,
"I don't want to be understood,
I want to be loved," Is frequent
In this situation.

Constructive fighting may be
one of the areas In which a couple Is least proficient This Is
one of the few structured exercises covered by the sessions.
Dr. Gulnan said the problem lies
In the fact that many couples fight
destructively, and, consequently,
are not able to realize the feelings
of each other.
A method which enables the
person to learn to fight Is through
trading roles. As each member
takes the part of the other during
the course of a fight, he feels the
Impact of "experiencing the other
person."

NOW OPE
OPEN YOUR CHECKING OR
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN QUADRANGLE TODAY
(In temporary housing)

*

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
'
■
352-0874

The [0LK

Presents

Another FOLK MARATHON
FRIDAY EVENING 6 PM-TIL ???
at

The S TUDENT SERVICES FORUM
■
■

.

'■

i
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Moratorium keys to in
smmmmmmmmmmsmm

The Vietnam war has taken too many lives.
The Vietnam war has left too many people homeless.
The Vietnam war has wreaked too much, destruction on a tiny country.
The Vietnam war has inflated the American economy too long.
The Vietnam war has split the country seriously
for too small a return.
The Vietnam war was started without the consent of the people or their Congress.
The Vietnam war has been carried on by two presidents who have ignored the public wish for a speedy
withdrawal.
For these reasons, it is time for the American
public to make perfectly clear to the President
and the policy makers their dissatisfaction with
the continuation of the war.
The Vietnam Moratorium, scheduled for tomorrow,
will be the first coordinated, nationwide effort to
show President Nixon the people are disgusted
und tired of the dirty war in Asia.
The Vietnam Moratorium Committee in Washington has requested that students across the country boycott classes Wednesday to show their displeasure with the war, and, more important, to participate in day-long discussions, vigils, and other
symbolic acts against war.
Students at Howling Green should boycott classes, for these reasons:
--The educational benefits to be derived from

this day of programs outstrips the deficits from not
attending classes for one day.
—The war must be ended, und students, who have
proven they have some political clout, should take
a strong position on the war.
--Students can show they are not upathetic and
are concerned with the nation's problems and are
willing to sacrifice a day of their education for a
deserving cause.
An important point should be made here: DO NOT
BOYCOTT CLASSES UNLESS YOU INTEND TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE DAY'S PROGRAMS.
It will do no good whatsoever to have 6.000 students not attending classes and only 1,000 attending the moratorium discussion.
For those students and professors who feel they
have an obligation to attend classes during the
Moratorium, class discussions on that day should
be directed toward the war and the effect it has on
the area with which the subject matter is concerned.
For those of you who still support the war, you
should attend classes and use your free lime to
attend the progrums und express viewpoints contrary to those of the anti-war people.
A dialogue should be developed between those
who support the war and those who don't. Both
sides may come out of the day a little wiser and
more tolerant of the other side.
It must be emphasized that this Moratorium is being organized by concerned citizens--persons who

want to make the public more aware of the immense
monstrosities of the unpopular war.
These citizens are neither communists nor radicals, but persons who are exercising the traditional American right to dissent when their consciences demand it.
These citizens are to be commended for their perserverance in insisting upon a change in policy and
in demanding their right to say what is on their
minds. They are the people who will return the
government to the people and make it responsive
to their desires.
Again, the Moratorium should be supported with a
boycott of classes by those students and faculty
opposed to the war and all members of the University community should participate in some way in
the day's activities.
The Moratorium day should be an expression of
universal concern with the way the country's Vietnam policy is being directed.
And finally: the BG News editorial board has
voted unanimously not to publish Wednesday as an
act of solidarity with those protesting the war
throughout the country.
To do any less would be hypocrisy and giving
only verbal support to something we strongly believe in.
We shall resume publication Thursday with coverage of the day's events, and hope the day will
be rewarding for all involved.
PEACE.
:Si:;:S::SSS*85^

Program ranges from sing-in to mail-in
Vietnam moratorium programs
to be held Wednesday between
11 a.m., and 9 p.m., range from
a slng-ln to telegraphing the Pre.*ldent.
A silent vigil wUl be held In the
Union Oval to begin the day of
discussion of the war.
During the vigil will be a reading of Ohio's war dead and the
reading of war prayers by local
clergymen, according to Donald
Baldwin, co-chairman of the Ohio
Peace Action Committee (OPAC)
which Is sponsoring many of the
•vents.
At 2 p.m., a teach-in has been
planned tentatively for the front
steps of Williams Hall. A number

of University faculty members are than 2,500 signatures of people
expected to participate, Baldwin opposed to the war to President
Richard M. Nixon.
explained.
A theatre groups is also planTwo
Vietnam war service
veterans are also to address the ning a parade and funeral
procession at noon. Chris Jones,
expected audience.
A discussion at Overman Hall a student, has applied for a permit
on science's connections with the for the parade from the city safety
The safety director
military
will
be conducted director.
Independent of any organized com- has not yet ruled on the applimittee by members of the Chem- cation.
The theatre group, which is sepistry Dept. faculty, said Baldwin.
The Union Oval slng-ln Is plan- arate from OPAC, opens to start
ned for between 6 and 8 p.m., arate from OPAC, plans to start
where anti-war folksongs will be its procession at the Union oval and
sung.
go down Ridge, Thirstln, and
Following, at about 9 p.m., will Wooster Streets to North Naln.
Miss Jones said there are about
be an auto trip to Western Union's
Toledo Office to telegraph the more twelve people in the theatre group,

CAREFULLY. STEADILY. WITH ALL DUE CAUTION ..

but others may follow. The procession is a symbolic action to
mourn
the dead In the war,
according to Miss Jones.
A discussion on the international
implications of the war will take
place at 7:30 In the International
Center.
Dr. L. Edward Shuck
said the meeting will be an exchange of views from veterans,
International students, and others.

On the general plans of OPAC for
the moratorium, Dr. Shuck said,
"To me, the general tone is to
exchange Ideas within a creative
atmosphere, Instead of more
preaching on the war."
Dr. Shuck added that the format
of the moratorium is aimed toward open discussion. He added
that there were no firm plans,
just general outlines for the various programs.

Schedule of events
U a.m.—Silent Vigil In front of the Union.Local
ministers will read a list of Ohio's War Dead and
give prayers for the war dead.
Noon—Planned funeral procession by guerilla
theatre group will start at Union Oval.
2 p.m.--Teach-in In front of Williams Hall.
Speakers Include two Vietnam veterans and faculty
members.
4 p.m.—Discussion on science and the military
in 104 Overman Hall. Chemistry professors are
expected to take part.
6-8 p.m.«Slng-ln In the Union Oval. Poetry will
also be read.
7:30 p.m.—International Center discussion on the
international Implications of the war.
9 p.m.—Telegrams with signatures will be sent
to President Nixon from Toledo Western Union.
Car caravan will take the signatures to Toledo.
Black armbands will be worn by those participating
in the activities. They can be obtained for a small
donation.
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volvement, awareness
Two coeds plan

Official stand

ij

BOWLING GREEN (AP) - Bowling Green State University will
bold classes tomorrow - the day
planned for anti-war demonstrations at a number of places across
the natln.
Bowling Green President William T. Jerome in said the University's position "particularly In
Its role as a public-assisted university, is that classes will meet
as scheduled."
He added that, as always, decisions regarding class attendance
is a matter for Individual students
to determine.
Student government officials at
the University are going ahead with
plans to observe the Vietnam Moratorium Day.

Wednesday fast

While college students across
the country participate in the boycott of classes scheduled as part
of tomorrow's Vietnam Moratorium, two university freshmen
will hold a protest of their own.
Kathy Ockay (LA) and Donna
Griesser (LA) will conduct a 24hour fast beginning at 12 a.m.
Oct. 15.
A sign asking other students to
Join the protest has been posted
on the door of their room In
McDonald West,
It says that the fast will be
conducted "In sympathy with all
young men now in Vietnam and
those who have died there" and
"in the hope that we may, in this
way, express our dissatisfaction
of
the
Vietnam conflict In
particular and all wars In
general."
The fast Is also a protest against
a demonstration at Selective Ser- those students who plan to parvice headquarters are among the ticipate In the Moratorium merely
scheduled events in support of the to cut classes.
moratorium,

Boycotts to be held across country
WASHINGTON - (CPS) -Thenationwide moratorium tomorrow agalnst the Vietnam war promises
to be the single largest antlVletnam War protest to date.
At schools across the country
student organisers have scheduled
moratorium day marches, rallies, teaoh-los :uid class boycotts,
sometimes with administration and
faculty support.
University of New Mexico students have obtained approval from
the regents and president to hold
a "day of discussion" Oct. 15.
Though classes have not been cancelled faculty members are being
asked to devote part of their classroom time to debate on the war.
At Washington University in
Saint Louis 200 students have
Joined comin.'ttees to plan moratorium activities, and Harvard
Professor George Wald, a noted
dove who recently refused to develop a chemical warfare agent
for the Army, will speak.
The University of Pennsylvania's Plenum or general meeting of
students voted overwhelmingly to
support a boycott of classes; only
30 of the approximately 1,000 attending dissented.
More than 1,000 students at Lehigh University, a men's school In
Bethlehem, Pa., have signed a petition calling on the administration
to cancel all Oct. 15 classes.
The Board of Trustees at Newark State College In New Jersey
have agreed to suspend all classes so students and faculty "may
observe a day of solemn commemoration for those who have
lost their lives in the Vietnam
conflict." Poetry recitals, guerilla theater performances, and a
reading of the names of all New
Jersey men killed In Vietnam are
planned.
Rutgers President Mason Gross,
who also serves as a director of
ime-'—y* council on Pdu™-

tlon, has said no classes will be
held moratorium day; he will conduct a discussion with students on
the Vietnam War.
The University of Illinois faculty has been authorised by the
chancellor to call off classes between 10:15 and 11:15 a.m. Oct
15. The chancellor denied requests
to have classes cancelled for the
entire day.
Cornell University has left It
up to Individual professors whether to hold classes. A proposal
to boycott has been endorsed by
the departments of psychology,
chemistry, and Romance studies.
About 250 faculty members at
the University of Minnesota have
signed a document calling for a
cessation of "business as usual"
on campus Oct 15.
While stating that classes will
be held as usual at Georgetown
University In Washington D.C.,
President R.J. Henle agreed to
a "day of prayer and masses
and planning for peace."
Students at the University of Maryland plan workshops on "U.S.
imperialism around the world,"
militarism in the university and in
the country, and the effects of the
war on the nation during three days
of moratorium activity beginning
Oct. 13.
The student senate of the University of Delaware has voted approval
of a resolution calling for students to observe the moratorium
by staying away from scheduled
classes and demonstrating dissatisfaction with America's Vietnam
policies.
The University of Iowa student
senate has voted approval of a suspension of all classes.
The student council at Lafayette
College In Eastern, Pa. voted to
petition the faculty to cancel classes Oct. 15 and let students make
up the classes on nights follow-

ing.
Though the administration of
George Washington University in
Washington D.C. refused to cancel classes. It said faculty mem-"
bers are free to do as they wish.
Yale Chaplain William Slaone Coffin, who was found guilty of draft
Letter from Dale Jacobson to Dave Hoyt April 28, 1939
conspiracy, will speak at a student
rally. (Coffin has been granted a
HI Ho,
new trial.)
Pm still allv* (thanks to a lot of blind luck). We don't see much I
The Oklahoma University student congress voted its support of action. The VC hide from us and we aren't very good at finding them.!
an afternoon of discussion on the We have six ambushes set out every night and only three have made I
"ceaseless war In Vietnam" with contact since I've been here.
We (my squad) got sniped at one night 0:1 am.-jsh but our higher up I
classes cancelled Oct. 15 startthinks that it was by a US sniper team that had gotten lost (Hurray
ing at noon.
for our side!)
The moratorium at the UniverWe got am hushed the other day by the RUN'S (South Vietnamese).
sity of Colorado plans to have
They got a little confused and mistook our 60 foot landing craft for
students canvass the community
a VC sampan. They hoard a no'.sa (us) In the bushes and opened up.
and boycott all stores.
Some reactions have been neg- No one was hurt
Everyday we go o.i booby trap hunts (the army calls them .sweeps).
ative.
The University of North Caro- We are supposed to find caches and VC and bunker complexes and
lina will regard any disruption of things. All we e/er find is booby traps.
You know when someone finds one becau.se there is a loud boom,
classes as a violation of school
policies and faculty members will som« screaming, and pieces of the guy who found It flying around.
be allowed to participate in mora- We lost 15 men In 14 days to booby traps. Thirteen of them are in
torium activities on their own Japan, one Is still In Nam (convelesclng) and one is in Wisconsin
time "so long as participation (in a box).
The dead boy and two of those in Japan we.-e mine. Fox, my point
does not cuiifllct with the performance of valldly assigned duties." m.a.1, lost some toes and got a little messed up Inside (concussion
And Chancellor Glenn Dumke dam.i^e). He stepped on a 105m.n howitzer round that the VC burled
of the California State College Sys- in the mil
Day, who was walking second had a big chunk of his thigh torn off.
tem has Issued an executive order,
apparently aimed at the morator- Danny, who was 18 years old and had been in Vietnam 24 days, had half
ium, that dismissal of classes at his Jaw bone (and teeth and gums and cheek) torn off by a chunk of
any of California's 19 state schools the shrapnel. Danny was walking third where I almost always walk.
I tried my best but I couldn't stop the bleeding. I put his head dowa
In support of social or political
causes is "a violation of pro- between his knees to keep him f r« oiioklnj or drowning. It ijok tne |
dustoff Onedevac helicopter) 40 minutes to gel to us. Danny went
fessional ethics."
The chancellor said, all fac- Into shock after 35.
We had to go through about 30 feet of hip deep mud to get the litters
ulty members must remain at
their posts or face disciplinary to the chopper. They got all covered with mud. The crew chief was
proceedings in order to "protect putting Danny in the top rack of 3 racks and lost his grip on the muddy
the rights" of the 227,000 students Utter and Danny fell about 4 feet and landed on the aluminum deck.
He hit face first (the injured side). They Just let him lay where
attending the schools. The students
have a right to be taught, he said. he fell because he was dead.
After we got the others aboard and the dustoff left, I cried.
In Washington, a candlelight proWe should have gone to Canada.
cession around the White House to
Regards,
be led by Mrs. Coretta King, widow
Dale (Sgt Mad Dog)
of Dr. Martin Luther Kir*. Jr.. and

etter from Vietnam
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The BG News
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710

4411s, thanks for the secret Information and midnight calls.

Rates: 40? per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of 5 worUs
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
'advertisement placed.
Printed errors, which in the News'
oolnlon deter from the value of
the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge If reported
in person within 48 hours of publication.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
VATAN'S Import and gifts. 166
S. Main. For the perfect gift. Persian lamb hats for men and women $23.70.
College student needed part tlm*
to work In warehouse filling order,
etc. Phone 353-3781. Mr. Cheatwood.

Security is having a Big, Happiness
Is my Big Judy. Love in AGD —
Little Lll.
After my recent defeat in the AWS
freshman elections I have retreated to the refrigerators to penetrate
the student body by alternate means
- Mooney Maggot.

er: Dean tianson, Dean of Ohio
Northern Law School. All Welcome
Ride available to N.E. New Jersey, Oct. 17th early contact - Bob
372-1277.
Congratulations to the twelve new
Chi Omega Actives. We're so happy for you. Love In Chl-O - Janle
Kathy, Debbie.
Robert Meeker stu^'ss in the library.

Wanted: Call 372-1058.
Cathy, Hope your birthday was the
best one ever. A great pledge trainer deserves a great birthday. Love,
Your Two Neophytes.
Please Join Us - in our fasting
on Moratorium Day, in the name
of peace.
Karen, I would "steak" my life
that you're the besiest Crescent
Big ever! Little Cyndl.
TONIGHT! BGSU Law Society 7
p.m. White Dogwood Suite speaic-

STUDENTS
Evaluate yourself
and your country
Make a commitment on Wed.
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Come stoned or straight to Folk
Club Marathon Students Services
Rotunda Frl. 6 p.m.

Toledo opposes
airplane priority
TO LED.) (AP>- The Toledo City
Council is trying to build nationwide opposition to the federal
government's plans to spend money
on supersonic transport planes instead of improving pollution control, local transportation
and
sewage and water facilities.
The council passed a resolution,
urging the federal government to
"delegate to its appropriate order
of priority" President Nixon's plan
to Immediately seek $662 million
for development of supersonic airplanes.
The council cited "nore preaslng demands" of pollution mil
local transportation and urged
"that Intensive measures be immediately Instituted to elicit the
support of all Americans..."in an
effort to divert the funds.

353-4605.

Pam, to the greatest Chl-O sponsor ever! Thanks for everything.
Keep reading those cards! Chi
O love, Beth.

New furnished apt. for rent in
Flndlay — very reasonable «
Call 422-9436 after 5.

The new "1" - Thanks for the
great "hoe down" breakfast - we
loved It - Gamma Phi's

For Sale; 1961 Chevy 4 door sedan,
new tires $100. Call 352-5502
after 6 p.m.

Sterling piece pendants, Philip
Morton Contemporary Jewelers
corner of State and East Wooster.

'57 Chevy,
372-1576.

For Rent: Lg. Room with bath for
women students. Near college. Call
353-6955 days: 352-0630 evenings.

Female roommate wanted: Palmer
Apts., $55/month 352-0171.

good condition $200

For Sale - -60 Javelin $1650 3524203 after 5 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

Must Sell RCA Tape Recorder 6 months old. Phone: 352-4345.

A frog named Michael was lost
at the Theta Chi Party Saturday
Night: Has much sentimental value. Please call 352-0829 If found.

TR-4A 1965, X-tires Perfect cond.
30,000 ml. Call 352-1561.

Lost; Hard-backed world history
text. "Civilizations Past and Present Vol 2." left in University
Hall room 100 10:00 AM. 10-8-69.
If found please contact Wendy Norden at 2-1235.

Desk, Excellent Condt. Formica
top. Call 352-0796.
For Sale: '65 Chevy Impala S.S.,
4 speed console, bucket seat A-C
radio, priced to sell, owner In
service. 354-3492.

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Sale: 2 Tickets Donavan Concert, Kent. Oct. 18 Call 352-0417.

Wan'.ed: Female to share apt. fully
furnished $45. monthly. Call: Penny Landau 353-9691.

For Sale: Blonde Shoulder Length
Fall. 100% Human Hair. Karen
2-3424.

RENT: Double room, West Wooster. Men preferred. $9 wk. each
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PUZZLE

4 I.)«lil
bedstead.
.r> Dismounted.
0 Fresh-water
fishes.
7 Stud with
five-pointed

Hy'Alvin Aahby

ACROS8
Waterfall.
Vii'wv
EOTOPMB
hunting
Small bird.
Ilmmii itf
mechanics.
Highest1
in rank.

II

,:lil\

rare.
82 To extend

2 A mechanic.

Sesame.
Scopes.
Honey:

[\2 Wear away.

34 Prickly

3 Must worn

out.

song,

envelope of
a fruit.

11 Blunder.
12 Reduce to
ashes.
IS Small
volume.

DOWN
1 MaviiiK ribs.

41 Loud noises.
43 Platform.
44 Delated on
the father's
side.
45 To overlook.
4«H Lethargy.
51 Mournful

N Genus of
eland.

10 Soft foods
for infants.

t\:> Esteem.

40 Lasting

2H Not prone.

Injures.
H Acceder,
9 To Jet

in limits.
<i.l Not artificial.
f>4 Pine soil
for plants.

39 Inspect.

14 Pcrspiry.
2! Hastens
24 The base
ofaleaf.
2ti Restrained.

52 Cubic meter.
56 Seed plant.
M U nits of
work.
51) Neil (food,
til Chart.

98 Turned
contnletels
about.
.i.s Croups id

ten.

(th.ii in

Enzymes.
Holy person.
Tluil which
preserves.
Sample.
Rol In
Exposure.

KislwaliiiK
iii.iiniii.il

Whole.

Moderation.
Pome fruit.
Downfall.
Subl reeled.
CllmblnR
iiiihn.
To Klory.
Burmese
measure of
of weight.
Twilled
worsted
fabric.
Anxiclv.
SliKhl

depressions.

Hill sound.
Wine vessel.
Hmitfh with
luiir.
Formal
dance: Fr.
(iiinlner's
tools.
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This Week Only
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CRYPTOGRAM

1

TRIM

ROAR

TKI'AMO

USES

T R B M K

I It S K .

a.

Yesterday'., cryptogram: A third parly's lurn-

MiiJ

ing up at a rendezvous very well might amaze
the other two.

* 20% off on all Felt Hats
20% off on selected new nylon knit shirts

FUNNY'YOU'REAMU
ONCE A MONTH YOU FEEL LIKE A

* 20% off on selected new Fall sleepwear

All remaining cotton skirts,
Bermudas. Slacks. Shifts
$4.99

(Values to $16.00)

She £Pou^» £P«#
525 RIDGE ST.

'•'

You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR, that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENOAR-ITMAKES YOU GLAD YWkEA GIRL!
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Here's what your first year
or two at IBM could be like
You'll become involved fast
You'll find we delegate responsi
bility—to the limit of your ability
At IBM, you'll work individual
ly or on a small team. And be en
couraged to contribute your own
ideas. You'll advance just as fast
andfarasyourtalentscantakeyou.
Here's what three recent graduates are doing.

Soon after his IBM programmer
training, John Klayman, B.S. Math '68,
began writing programs used by a
computer system to schedule every
event in the Apollo tracking stations.
And when the finished programs were
turned over to NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, he was responsible for
making them work.

Marketing representative Kill Manser,
B.S. '67, is selling computer systems
for scientific and engineering applications.
His technical background and u months
ol training at IBM help him solve his
customers' complex information
handling problems.

Within three months after her IBM
programmer training, Mardi Joyner,
B.S. Math '68, found a way to
streamline a key part of our
Management Information System—:
a computer complex designed to
give decision-makers constantly
updated data.

ON CAMPUS
NOV. 6,7

Visit your placement office
and sign up for
an interview with IBM.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM
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Student Council Notes

300 dedicate
church center

Student Council appointed Tom Carton as vice president of rules
and regulations at last Thursday's meeting. Mike Ward was approved as Student Court prosecutor and members of the University Standing Committees and numerous Student Council Committees were approved.
Anyone who would like to be on the Student Council mailing list,
please call ACTON LINE, 22954, and leave your name and address.

Guitarists initiate series for artists
Los Indlos Trabajaras, Brazilian Indian guitarists, opened the
first program In the 1969-70 Artist
Series Sunday night In the main
auditorium of University Hall.
The two brothers, who learned to
play the guitar without form-,1 Instruction, first cami; to the U.S.
In 1957. One of several records
they recorded, "Maria Elena" became popular In 19C3 and sold more
than a million copies.
They performed the first half of
the program In Ind an costumes
complete with feathers and moccasins. Included In this presentation were songs from Brazil,
Peru and Chile as well as the two
American songs "Stardust" and
"I'm Cettlnp Sentimental over

IP

EACE
ENDANTS
IN CAST SILVER
Philip Morton
Contemporary
Jewelers

You."
The second half of the program
which was performed In tuxedos,
was devoted to classical music.
Selections included numbers by
Bach and Llstz, "Flight of the
Bumblebee" by Rlmsky Korsakov
and "Trlstes" and "Mlnu'.e Waltz"
by Chopin.

Arena offers
curling lessons
A week of free curling and
Instruction began last night at the
Ice
Arena, and will continue
Hi rough I'rlday starting each evening at 7 p.m.
The week of free curling offers
an opportunity for many people to
learn a new sport that both men
and women can participate In together.
The 1969-70 curling season
starts with the mixed league on
Sunday, October 26 and the two
men's leagues will commence play
on Monday and Wednesday of the
same week. There are still openings for curlers on all evenings and
If anyone Is Interested In playing
they should contact Mr. Jim Plaint
at 372-2063 or the Arena office
at 372-2264.

WAWK
93.5
€>
UNDERGROUND

ON YOUK FM DIAL
WITH THE SOUND OF

MONDAY-THURSDAY

7:30-10PM

By BARB JACOLA
Issue Editor
The new
Lutheran student
enter, Missouri Synod, was dedicated Sunday afternoon with 300
persons attending. A reception
followed for students and others
who wished to view the new building.
The center Is located at 716
E. Wooster Street across from
Rodgers Quadrangle. The first
Sunday student service of praise
was held at 10:30 a.m. In the center chapel. This weekly service
at the center will replace those
held at Prout Chapel for the past
twelve years.
The $220,000 building consists of
a worship area which will seat
200, a large student lounge, a
library-study area, a conference
room, two offices, a kitchen, restrooms and storage areas.
The worship area was designed
to be flexible for many approaches
to worship. The cathedral chairs
are arranged In a U-shaped seating plan for regular services.
The platformed area In the
chapel can be converted to a stagelike arrangement for special
seasonal events such as the production of Lenten dramas.
There Is a large open fireplace
In the student lounge. Reverend
Paul Tuchardt, pastor of the center, said the area Is to be used
"for recreational and social functions."
Rev. Tuchardt said the center
was principally financed by the
55,000 communicant members of
the Ohio District of the Lutheran
Church Missouri Synod.
He explained the need for the
center when he said, "We petitioned each year for twelve years
for the use of Prout Chapel for
Sunday student worship. At any
time, our requests could have bean
turned down and we would not
have had any place to go."
Rev. Tuchardt added that the new
center will bring students together
at other times besides Sunday Services.
"We want them to feel at home.
This Is their place," he said.

Before

and

After.-

Knit yourself

New
Fresh
Ski Styl
by

OBSCENE?--That's what University Union officials say
about this painting by J.D. Jackson on display in the maim
lobby. They have added leaves (bottor photo) to the original (top

Bernat

...

V

1 Three gridders put
on social probation

Exciting slope and
campus fashions available nowl
your nearest Yarn Shop. Don't know how to knit?
They'll even show you how! Many, many, styles can be
found in "SKI WITH BERNAT" book no. 166 and 3 NEW
ski paks.

Books and paks inspired byTM

SKI COUNTRY
VAIL.COLORADO

SEE THEM NOW AT FINE YARN SHOPS
NEAR YOU.

BGSU FLYING CLUB
MEETING TONITE 8 PM
IN TAFT ROOM OF UNION
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS INVITED
If interested but cannot attend, please call 372-1384

Three more football players
have been disciplined by the Dean
of Students office for open house
policy violations stemming from an
incident at Bromfleld Hall, Oct. 4.
The three first-string football
players were placed on social
probation and one was forced to
move into off-campus housing.
The move followed the forced
withdrawal from the University of
Michael Von Stein last Tuesday,
according to Dr. James G. Bond,
vice president of student affairs.
The discipline varied according
to severity of open house policy
violations, Dr. Bond said.
"Von Stein was given the choice
of either withdrawing or being sus-

pended," said Dr. Bond. The violations Involved the presence of female visitors In the men's dormitory after the open house had
ended, Dr. Bond explained.

"Mike chose to withdraw so no
official University action against
him would appear on his school
record," said Dr. Bond. Von Stein
will be lnellblble to return to the
University for at least one quarter.
Coach Nehlen had previously denied to "The B-G News" that any
action had been taken against the
other three men.
"I was told by Dean Raym.md
Whlttaker
that they had been
cleared," Nehlen said. "Theother
three will remain on the football
squad."
Dr. Bond emphasized that the
action taken in this case showed
the University would not tolerate
open house violations.
"Usually, we would allow the
administrative staff of the dormitory to sponsor open houses, police them, and declse on disciplinary action when violations occur.
The only reason we ware forced
Into the matter is that the Judicial councl at Bromfleld Hall
hasn't been set up yet," Dr. Bond
said.
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Team effort nets hooters key win
By JACK CARLE
sports Writer
"The OU victory was one of
the biggest wins In the short history of soccer here at BG," said
Coach Mickey Cochrane after a
halr-ralslng 1-0 overtime victory
this past weekend.
Earlier In the year Cochrane had
said that the OU game would "be
the the big game of the year for us,''
The BG soccer team members
played the game for 98 minutes.
It was evident to the fans present
that the game was Indeed a "team"
effort from the eleven players on
the field to the subs sitting on
the bench. Actually the subs rarely
sat on the bench, for the most part
they were standing along the sidelines the entire game.
The "team" effort In the victory
can be illustrated by the play of
several Individuals who came out
on the field Saturday ready to
play the entire game In a "door-die" method.
The BG booters displayed selfdetermination In a "self-sacrifice" type of game. The field
of play was slick from 'he rain
Friday and early Saturday and In
fact rain fell during the early
part of the first quarter. This wet
field attributed to many collisions
between OU and BG players.
The self-determination aspect of
the game as well as the rain soaked
field attributed to more than normal bumps and bruises for the Falcon and OU booters as well as
uniforms being a bit dirtier than
usual after the contest.
"It was the best defensive job
of the year," saldCochrane. Cochrane singled out Jim Pschlrrer at
the fullback position for his game,
commenting, "he had a great day."
Cochrane also said that it was
"really tough to single out anyone...It was our best all around
effort of the year." The Importance
of the game was in the fact that
OU had been picked to win the
MAC this year and previous to the
game had been ranked third in
the state soccer ratings.
BG missed a golden opportunity
to score when early in the third
quarter the Falcons tried a free
penalty kick after a foul In the penalty area near the goal."
That was knocked wide by OU
goalie Stu Hurry. "We feel that
to come back and win after missing
the free kick and winning on a regular goal was better than winning
on a questionable call," said Cochrane.
The winning goal of the game and
the only score came on a corner
kick from Don Gable that was
kicked In by Al Sllva with only
4:08 remaining to play lntheoverUme (game). "We had more opportunities to score In the garni'
than they did but we put a lot
over the top of the goal."
Cochrane felt that the OU game
"helped make us into a team...
the bench was tremendous, and it
was a game we had to win." Cochrane was especially pleased with
the bench of BG, commenting*'our
ben h kept the players on the field
up during the game.'j
Tjir inwi mi' W n was
'"" the second

In a row for BG and tied the record
for most shutouts In a season (2)
with five games remaining to play.
BG took 30 shots in the game and
the defense was credited with nine
saves, while OU took 16 shots and
their defense was credited with 12
saves.
BG puts its 3-2 record on the line
Saturday
at home against Ball
State.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Final
BG
0
0
0
0
11
OU
0
0
0
0
0
0
MAC SOCCER STANDINGS
2-0-0
Kent State
BG
2-1-0
OU
1-1-1
Miami
0-1-1
Toledo
0-2-0

Hockey
tonight
The Ti !udo Blade hockey
I team will play an exhibition
match against Dayton's Gem:
■ at 8 p.m. tonight In the Bowling
i Green !ce Areaa.
Tickets are available, for
1 ihe ma chap of last season's
top two finishers In Ihe Into - utlonal Hookey League at
the ice arena or by phoning
352-0580 or 352-0636.
There are ao reserved
seats- it's first come, first
served. Siuden' tickets are
priced at $2 while all others
mui' *wy $1.

SUPPORT THE VIETNAM
MORATORIUM
HELP BRING THIS SENSELESS WAIi TO AN END.

Schedule of Events for October 15
- ALLDAY: BOYCOTT OF WORK AND SCHOOL HAS BEEN URGED
ACROSS THE NATION
•■ 11:00 ■ SILENT VIGIL WITH READING OF OHIO DEAD ■ UNION OVAL
-- 2:PP - TEACH-IN Speakers Include: Faculty members, Vietnam Vets - 4:00 - DISCUSSION OF SCIENCE & MILITARY IN 104 OVERMAN HALL
- 6:00 - SING-IN AND READING OF ANTI-WAR POETRY - UNION OVAL
I- 9:00 TELEGRAM WILL BE SENT TO PRESIDENT

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY ARE URGED TO PARTICIPATE

ARATHON!!!
(^JARATHC
THE

MARATHON!!!

MARATHON!!!

MARATHON!!!

U-Shop is out to break a world's record!!!

TONITE:
PIZZA NITE
Pizza from BG's
No. 1 Pizza Parlor
"iL^f
j^JS
^"^

GET SET-OU's goalie appears apprehensive as Al Silva (34) moves in with the ball. Silva
scored the only goal in BG's overtime victory,, which moved the Falcons into the second spot in the
Mid-American Conference race. Photo by Jon Jackson.

THE FALCON

^^^ with each
H^^V purchase

WED. NITE:
Black Lite and Body
Painting
(Thanx to House of
Exquisite Arts)
Dance Contest In the
WindowA Prize for the couple that
really do their THING!!!

THURS. NITE:

PHI. NITE:

Live, Remote Broadcast From
WAWR-FM
GUSTY NITE!!
Gustiest Outfit Entering
ShoD Between I AM and 3 AM

Largest Group Entering Shop
Between 3:00 AM and 5:00 AM
Will Receive U-Shop's First
Annual "Faithfulness" Trophy!!

Receives NEW Clothes!!!

A 128 HR. FIASCO
Fl>

CLANKERS(DG'S)

Will String Beads
In The Window.
Guess the Number
Strung at 10< a
Guess!! Win a $29
Gift Certificate.
(Proceeds to DG
Foundation for
THE 3LIND )

SOUND SHOW FROM
VOGTSBERGER SOUNDS, INC.

ALSO: For The
Entire 128 Hrs.,
BG's ANCHOR

(EljeHtrfuersity&liop
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Falcon water polo squad
drops third straight match
The water polo team has yet to
get on the winning side as they
dropped their third straight game
of the season in a 11-7 decision
to Ohio Sta'e last Friday.
Bill Luther played well for the
losing cause and turned out to be
the high scorer for the Falcons
with four points. Also contributing
to the scoring were Tom Williams,

Frank Mutz, and Tom Carton with
a point each.
"We played well but Ohio State
played better," said Falcon coach
Tom Stubbs.
This Saturday the squad travels
to East Lansing, Michigan to play
three separate matches against
Michigan State, Michigan and Oakland Universities.

It may not l>c popular to admit
it, Iwt all people aren't created
equal. And the longer they live
(and learn), the less equal
they get.
You were probably born
with a bigger share of intelligence than most of your fellow
men . . . ami taught how to
use it. And you appreciate the
difference. You aren't ashamed
of having brains. You enjoy
using them.
That's why (ire.it Hooks belong m your hands. These are
i lu win ni^s of Plato, I lomcr,
Cervantes, Tolstoy, Krcud,
Rabelais, Shakespeare andman) more. They contain just
,il
ever) important though)
ol Western man lor the past
3,(KH1 \r.irs! A set of 54 beau
tilullv bound volumes containing 4-H masterpieces by 74 ol
history's greatest geniuses.

Harriers fourth in Invitationa I
The Falcon harriers made a
good showing against strong competition Friday by taking 4th place
in the Notre Dame Invitational.
In the field of 17 teams the cross
country squad placed a cool fourth
by obtaining 135 points. The Invitational was well stacked with
strong running schools, as Western

Here's the most superb personal
library ever assembled—

GREAT BOOKS
FILL OUT COUPON &
DEPOSIT IN BG NEWS OFFICE
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
-Do you know what the word SYNTOPICON MEANS?

NAME
MAJOR
CLASS
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
PHONE

Michigan took first place with 40
points and Eastern Michigan came
In second with 102.
Last season at the Invitational,
Eastern and Western Michigan
were In the same two places, but
BG was only 11 th because of its
lack of depth and experienced
runners. This year it's not the
same story as the Falcon team is
proving its depth with a cluster
of fine pacers.
Despite the fact that the squad
had only five minutes to warm up
they did very well.
"The meet had been moved
up two hours which coach Brodt
wasn't aware of," explained cross
country captain Sid Sink," so when
we got there weonly had 15 minutes
to warm up, which was very bad."
"It was a very Impressive meet
for us. Everybody ran all right
but tightened UD In the last mile

because of the lack of a warm up,"
stated Sink.
The harriers assumed their
fighting roles as Sid Sink came in
second with a time of 24:08. He
was not far behind Lelbenberg from
Western Michigan who won the race
with a record breaking time of
23:49 for a five mile course.
Sophomore Dave Wottle was the
next Falcon to come running
through the gate with 19th place.
Tracy Elliot (frosh) an 1 Rich Breze
(soph) gained 28th and 29th places
respecUvely. Freshm.in Steve
Danforth came In 58th while Dave
Olsen finished 61st.
Although the odds were against
the Falcon harriers In this race,
they still came out with the top
teams. This is an indication that
the squad is up to par and ready
for big competition.

Stars favoring Mets
in today9s ball game
NEW YORK (AP)—The stars
favor the Mets over the Orioles
In the remainder of the World
Series and bode good for New
York's Garry Gentry In Tuesday's
crltlc.il third game.
"At this precise moment in life,
luck will smile on you," said
Astroflash, a giant computer with
100 blinking lights which takes a
man's birthday and projects his
future from the exact position of
the planets In the heavens.
Of Jim Palmer, the 6-3 Baltimore rlghty who faces the Mets
at Shea Stadium in the thira game,
the multi-eyed monster foresaw a
less propitious dav.

"Don't let over-confidence lead
you astray," the computer warned.
"Avoid rash generosity and wasteful extravagaence and don't belike
those gamblers who after a sudden
windfall end up losing their pile
because they trusted too blindly
to their luck."

Series on tap today
The World Series games will
be shown in the union on a large
screen in the Dogwood Room. The
third, fourth and fifth games will
be played In New York with the
telecast beginning at 12:30 p.m.

COUNTY

We get carried away when
you come around...
and we love it!

Romeo!
Romeo

Budweiser

is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(But you know that.)
ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC . ST 10UIS . NEWARK . 10S ANGEICS . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS . JACKSONVILLE

That's the name
of this romantic '
shoe designed for you by Connie.
It's ready for festive happenings.
Jet black faille is lighted
by a blazing rhinestone
buckle and set on a
heel that will
dance all

night *|£

LASALLE*S
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Falcons stumble over Crot's toe
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Toledo's Ken Crots kicked and
the ball wen' on a slow arc toward the Falcon goal posts. The
sky fell as the ball gently
parachuted over the uprights.
The sheer exhuberance of moments before turned to mental
torture as a numijed and shocked
Falcon football team Irudged
laboriously toward the dressing
room tunnel, 27-26 losers on a
stunning field goal with two seconds
remaining.
It was as unbelievable as the
New York symphony hitting wrong
notes, Arnold Palmer forgetting
his woods, or Sherlock Holmes
turning down a case.
It couldn't happen.
But it did.
In one of the most sensational
comebacks In Bowling Green football history, the pushover Falcons
of the first half came from a 170 deficit against a polished Rocket
eleven to take a 26-24 lead with
49 seconds left In the ball game.
The margin wasn't enough
though.
Thoughts turn to last
season's Ohio University skirmish
when disaster spelled defeat In a
mirrored image of Saturday's
heartbreaker. Cleve Bryant went
for a long gallop In the waning
moments to crush an upset bid.
It was a courageous effort but
It was still a loss.
Pacing nervously from wall to
wall coach Don Nehlen tried to
verbally reconstruct the nightmare
of the brief past. No words were
needed; his expressions told it
all.
"There's no way I can say anything. I'm just sick," said the
dejected Nehlen. "I'm only gonna
be healthy to coach one more garni;
If there are any more like this.
Our kids are really great though.
They Just played tremendous football," he said.
"There was no wav for him

(Crots) to kick that field goal,"
he said. "They were 37 yards
out and the wind was blowing
strongly against them. But the
wind Just quit when he went for
"• I guarantee you It quit," said

day.
He had a badly sprained
wrist but he said It didn't hurt
him though," said the coach.
After a scoreless first period,
which saw the Falcons fumble away
an early scoring chance at the TU

IT WENT THAT AWAY-John Sounders (22) cause* a BG fumble as he swatted the ball loose before Vern Wiremon (13) could release the leather. TU took the pigskin to grab a 17-0 lead. Photos by Mike Poole.

On second thought

Sweet, it isn't

Wiremon sharp
Quarterback Vern Wlremnn had
one of his greatest days as a
Falcon as he led Bowling Green
to a near upset over conference
leader, Toledo.
Wlrem.in, who suffered an InJury to his wrist and had It in a
cast Wednesday and Thursday, was
a questionable starter for last
Saturday's game. However, when
the BG ground attack failed against
an aggressive Toledo defense, he
filled the air with footballs and
most of them were caught.
Wlreman completed 20-36
passes for 169 yards and three
touchdowns In riddling the Rocket
secondary.

a somewhat bitter Nehlen.
"Vern (Wlreman) was really
fantastic,
wasn't he," asked
Nehlen. "He was in a cast Wednesday and Thursd:iy and we didn't
know If he'd be able to play to-

By GARVT DAVIS
Sports Editor

Tony H

The sweet scent of tangerines and visions of Flo-Ida sunshine took
a 37-yard ride and then dropped out of sight.
Boosted by enumerable prayers, Ken Crot's field goal had wobbled
airborne eluding the desperately outstretched hands of eleven defenders, a bench ■>! onlookers and a paled head coach.
It placed Toledo In the driver's seat in the Mid-American race and
all but dispelled conference title and Tangerine Bowl hopes for the
Falcons.
Only the second in five attempts to reach its target, the field goal
reversed one of the most tingling comebacks in league history. Bowling
Green erased an Impossible 17-0 deficit on defense, breaks set up
by the defense, and field position handed the offense by the defense.
But the hardest realization to swallow Is that this same defense
was neatly shredded for the deciding points.
The pressure on the defense was Immeasurable throughout most
of the game, but its recurrence in the final 49 seconds widened the
hair line fracture In perserverance. It was a point strained many
times last season, and figured heavily into another bitter one-point
defeat (OU 28, BG 27).
It was resourceful and resurgent offense that cashed In on the
excellent field position in the final half but already the Imbalance had
been crystallized with negative efforts in rushing. The deficiency
heightened the Rocket's defensive effectiveness, with the Falcons
hitting an ungraceful standstill, nullifying several f golden" opportunities.
The aerial retreat by Vern Wlreman and its eventual success was
made all the more dramatic by the fearsome Toledo rush.
Mellow and gracious In victory, Toledo coach Frank Lauterbur
strongly lauded the efforts and was exceedingly complimentary, as
mU mimicking the sportsmanship of Ohio University's Bill Hess.
'I'm too weak to move," said Lauterbur after the win, "I can't
■ ny enough about Bowling Green. We won, but the way they came
back In the second half ... It was one hell of a fight."
Of course his first respects had to be paid to the team that sup■ erceeded all the Falcon heroics with a comeback of their own. The
S odds were stacked against them, only their reversal was the final

one, Toledo used the talented toe
of Crots to Jump In front on a 34
yard field goal.
The three pointer seemed to open
the gates and Toledo came roaring
back for two second period touchdowns.
Tom Lawrence had an attempted
punt blocked by a rushing Rocket
and two plays later, To.iy Harris,
a fleet tailback, ran 13 yards around
right end. The Falcons took the
ensuing klckoff and quickly fumbled
the ball to set up another TU score.
Don Fair found himself open on
a third and five situation and grabbed a seven yard scoring pass to
up the Rocket margin.
Only some outstanding defensive
rushing kept the skirmish from
getting farther out of hand.
Phil Vlllaplano blocked an
attempted field goal from the 10
and Bob Simmons repeated the performance with seconds remaining
in the half. BG almost took the
second blocked kick In for six
points as Simmons picked the ball
up cleanly with a host of Falcons
right behind. BG played hot potato two-thirds of the way down the
field but an erratic lateral finally
halted the threat.
The Falcons came out with a
vengeance in the second half,
scoring two quick touchdowns to
close to 17-12.
On a third and goal situation from
the four, Wlreman
hit Fred
Ma thews at the sideline Just Inside the flag and on the next series
Bob Zlmpfer threw his second pass
of the season for a 12 yard touchdown to Mathews.
The passing game was still going
strong for BG In the final period
as Wlreman put the Falcons ahead
on a 20 yard scoring strike to
Zimpfer.
After the Rockets
marched right back to go up 2420, Bowling Green scored Its fourth
score through the air as tight end
Steve I,arming got open over the
middle and Wlreman hit him from
five yards out.
Roger Short then muffed the
extra point as his kick sailed to
the right, setting the stage for
Crots' winning goal.
Coach Nehlen
pretty
well
summed up the day's frustrations
after the game when his right
foot sent a menacing wastepaper
basket flying end over end. One
kick was the difference.

StatisticTU

Vern Wiremon

First downs
Rushing yds.
Passing yds.
Total yds.
Passes
Completed
Intercepted
Fumbles lost
Penalized yds.

20
225
128
353
24
13
O
3
70

BG
11
-13
181
168
37
21
O
2
63

4] one.

Lauterbur knows better than anyone how close it came to not being,
| on both the field goal and the preceeding pass play.
"All of us were praying," he said. "We Just tried to get as close
as possible. We'd have tried It from midfleld If we had to." Why not,
what else was left?
Actually, Toledo's prayers may have been answered on the previous play when Chuck Ealey's pass was hauled in by Don Fair on the
21. His initial receivers were covered and he connected finally with
Fair although using more Urn: than intended. Games are made of
"almosts" and "lfs" but here Is where they almost blew It.
'The kid got tripped," said Lauterbur. "If he would have stayed
■#• on his feet, he could have run off the last two seconds."
"This Is the biggest win we've ever had," continued the Rocket
i coach, "including last week and the one over Miami," (an antiquated
Rocket victory In Lauterbur's career).
Still it wasn't enough for him to measure it In that manner.
"It was the greatest, most satisfying thing in my 20 years of coachlng," he said. "I can't say enough about Don (Nehlen) and his staff
. _ ..
-.
, ..
for the Job they did In bringing these kids back."
THERE SHE GOES- Bowl.ng Green s fine
wj^ made lt Us greatest win was the Impossible TU heroics set
TOUCHDOWN-Fred Mathews bouls in BG's ♦irst
punter Tom Lawrence, gets the Falcons out of up by the even more Impossible BG ones,
became
score,
storting an unbelievable comeback
trouble. He averaged 41.3 yards for nine kicks. anWJ;J8^rr0Wly mlSSed belDg °ne C°aCheS' great68t "^
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Reward and conflictuniversity presidency

President's first convocation...! 963

""

By JIM MARINO
Ass'.. Managing Editor
The television cameras whirled
away, filming President William T.
Jerome III announcing his resignation Friday.
Several Trustees watched In
stunned silence.
The few administrators on hand
whispered to one another, then
stared with concerned Interest at
their white-haired, articulate
leader.
President Jerome Melded a few
news questions like a champion
after the board meeting. He made
clear his Intentions In leaving
weren't due to any dissatisfaction with the people he has worked
with and served In his seven years
on the Power Tower's top floor.
But It wasn't until the cameramen stopped clicking their shutters, and the Interviewers colled
up their microphone cords that the
President readjusted his tie comfortably, spoke In a casual tone,
and told It like It was.
"Pm like a man who tried to ride
a horse too fast," the President
said as he leaned back against
a bookcase In his offlct-.
"I want to go In a hurry, and
have made my share of mistakes
along the way. You know, that's
one thing which has always amazed me here. We're a growing
and a dynamic University, but
we're a very cautious one, as
well."
President Jerome glanced briefly out his showcase window on the
scenic panorama of a sprawling
mass of buildings and scurrying
people below, then turned back to
his small, newsman audience.
"We're so slow to take a step,
and that disturbs me. Some people
here won't move at all unless
they're sure they're right. That's
not the way I like to operate.
"If I had my way, we'd move

fast. We'd make mistakes, probably plenty of them, but In the
end we'd be riding way ahead of
the rest of the pack."
Suddenly the smile left the President's face. He grew a bit red,
flushed, perhaps, and gestured
dramatically with both hands In a^
sweeping motion.
"We've got a good University
here. A damned good one, and my
biggest gripe Is that we who are
closest to It seem to knock It

Dwelling on the

Ohio Bond
Commission .1966
the most," said the President.
"I've had my run-ins with the
faculty, but nothing unbearable,"
the President said. 'Til be a consultant to another growing university In Miami, with a younger faculty, but that's not a major factor
In my leaving," he said.
"I'll be working with some /ery
Inspiring people, In a wonderful
state. Florida's educational system Is below that of Ohio's, but
that only makes the move more
of a challenge," he said.
Dr. Jerome, who will remain
In the $35,000 a year post until
a successor Is named, said he
would leave to devote more time
to writing, research and educational consulting with the Florida International University In Miami.
"I have several Ideas In mind
for books, but the one I'm deeply
Interested In will be the story of
this University In the past seven
years. Every day I've spent here
has been a chapter In Itself."

Endorsing the University's 'Mission...' 1967

The President and his wife...l965

ng Green's Mission: F/P/SDING nW//)NS,
CHMENT PROGRAM I ED BY THE UNNERSHYS ALU MM AND EMENDS.

